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Introduction 
In a previous paper [4], we defined the P-cohomology theories by means of three 
axioms (Homotopy axiom, Exactness axiom and Suspension axiom), and we proved 
that P-cohomology theory satisfying “Additivity axiom” is representable. Dually, we 
can define the P-homology theories by means of three axioms (see 2.1) which are 
dual to the three axioms for the P-cohomology theories. 
Let SG?Z:cUr, be the category of based CW-pairs and based maps. Here, by a based 
CW-pair, we mean a CW-pair (X, A) with a vertex *EA as base point. Let 
P = {(I’:, Pi), pk} be a spectrum in ??%“7V~, (see 2.3). In Section 2, we show that a 
family 9*( ; P) = {p”( ; P), on} is a P-homology theory, where 
$,(X,A; P)=lim T~+~(P:AXUPLAA) for(X,A)~8%“Mro. 
We call J&( ; P) the P-homology theory with coeficients in P. We recall that the 
P-cohomology theory p*( ; P) = {_5?“( ; P), c”} with coefficients in P is defined by 
p’“(X, A; P)=hn+(S’X, @A), (Pfi+k, Pzfk)] for (X, A)E S%WO 
(see [4, Section 31 or Section 3 below). 
Let %-Ur, be the category of based CW-complexes and based maps. Let f : F+E be a 
(strict) map of spectra in %‘?Vo. Let Z(f) be the mapping cylinder of f (see 1.3). Then 
(Z(f), F) is a spectrum in 9%‘Ur,, (see 2.6) and we define the P-homology theory 
P*( ; f) with coefficients in f to be p.+.( ; (Z(f), F)). Similarly, in Section 3, we give 
the definition of the P-cohomology theory p*( ; f) with coefficients in f. 
Let Cp = (cpl, (p2): ((X, A), (X’, A’))+ S” be an n-duality pair (for the definition, 
see 4.2). Let f: F -+ E be a map of spectra in %?cltr,, C(f) be the mapping cone off and 
let j: E + C(f) be the inclusion map. The main result, Theorem 5.3 below, asserts 
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that, for each integer p, there is a duality isomorphism 
$?&(@):$,(X,A; f)=.=@-‘(X’, A’; j). (1) 
Let 0 = (a, 4: ((X A), W’, A’))+ S”_ and ~=(~l,~~):((Y,B),(Y’,B’);-;,Sn 
be n-duality pairs. Then, for each integer p, there is an isomorphism 
o”,(@,W):{(X,A), (Y,BNP={(Y’>B’), (X’,A’NP (2) 
of stable homotopy classes of stable maps (see Theorem 4.5). This is a generalization 
of [5, Theorem (5.9)]. 
Let g* = {.=&, v~} be a P-homology theory on the category SsO of based finite 
CW-pairs and based maps. As an application of the isomorphisms (1) and (2) we 
obtain that there is a spectrum R in ~,CecUr, such that 2, is equivalent to the 
P-homology theory g*( ; R) with coefficients in R (see Section 6). 
1. Spectra 
1.1. For two based CW-complexes X and Y, we use the notation [X, Y] to denote 
the set of homotopy classes of based maps X -+ Y. Let E = {Ek, &k} be a spectrum in 
the category ieUr,. For any based CW-complex X and for any integer IZ, let 
[X, E]n =lirn[S”+“X, &I, (1.1) 
the direct limit of the groups [S “tkX, &] relative to the homomorphisms 
(&k#)S: [S”+kX, I!$] -+ [S n+k+lX, S&] + [Sn+k+lX, &+,I. Especially, r”(E)= 
[S”, E]” (see [6, Section 41). The family I&( ; E) = {6”( ; E), a,,} defined by 
c”(X; E)=T,(EAX) (1.2) 
is a generalized homology theory on ‘%“%VO [6, Section 51. The interchange T :X A 
f -+ E A X of factors induces 
T* : rn(X A E) + r,(E A X) [6, Section 4: Example 51. (1.3) 
Let Sri,,, : [SntkX, I!$] + [S”+k+l X, s&] be the suspension homomorphism. Then 
the sequence {( - l)n+kS&} induces an isomorphism 
S, : [X, Eln = [X, SE],+1 [6, Theorem 4.31, (1.4) 
where SE = S A E is the suspension of E. 
Let F(X, E) = {F(X, &). Elk} be the function spectrum [6, Section 4: Example 61. 
The family i*( ; E) = {6”( ; E), a”} defined by 
i?(x; E) = T-,(F(X, E)) = [X, El-, =lirr+[SkX, &+k] (1.5) 
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is a generalized cohomology theory on %:-7446, Section 51. Define a map 5(X, E) = 
{&} : F(X, E) A S + F(X, E A S) by 
&(uA~)(x)=u(x)As foruEF(X,Ek),xEX,sES. 
It is easy to see that the composition 
s* T* 
LX ELI = T~-I(F(X EN - ~a WW, EN - T,(F(X, E)A S> 
EW. El, 
- r,(F(X, E A s)) = [x, E A S], - T* [X, SE],, sy’ [X, El,_, 
is the identity isomorphism. Then 
5(X, E), : T, (F(X, E) A S) = n-” (F(X, E A S)). (1.6) 
1.2. Let f:A +X be a based map. Let Z(f) be the mapping cylinder of f, i.e., 
Z(f)=XuIxA/-, where (0, a)-f(a) for a E A and I x * - *. The inclusion map 
i :X -+ Z(f) is a homotopy equivalence. By identifying a with (1, a) for a E A, A is a 
subspace of Z(f) and C(f)= Z(f)/A is the mapping cone of f. Let r(f) be the 
mapping track off, i.e., T(f) = {(a, I)E A X X’I1(1) =f(a)}. Define maps 
f: T(f)+X, pf: T(f)+A and &:A -+ T(f) 
by f(u, r) = 1(O), pr(u, I) = a and $a) = (a, I,), where I,(t) =f(a) (0 6 t < 1). Then 
f: T(f)+ Image cf) is a fibration, pf is a homotopy equivalence and p&f = 1A. 
1.3. A (strict) map f = cfk}: F ={Fk, nk} -+ E = {Ek, &k} of spectra in %?VVo is a 
sequence of maps fk : Fk -+ Ek such that &k(Sfk) =fk+ivk for all integers k. Especi- 
ally, if, for each integer k, Fk is a subcomplex of &, 7711 = &k / SFk and fk is the 
inclusion map, then F is called a subspectrum of E and f is called the inclusion map. In 
this case, we define the quotient spectrum E/F to be {Ek/Fk, EL}, where EL is the map 
induced by &k. 
Let f : F - E be a map of spectra in %‘-WrO. We define the mapping cylinder Z(f) off 
t0 be the SpeCtllUll {z(fk), &}, where & : sz(fk) + Z(fk+l) iS defined by & 1 SEk = 
&k and~k((SA(t,X))=(f,77k(SAX))forO-I -= G 1, s E S and x E Fk. Then the inclusion 
map i0 : E + Z(f) is a homotopy equivalence. The quotient spectrum C(f) = Z(f)/F is 
the mapping cone of f. We define the mapping track T(f) of f to be the spectrum 
{ T(fk), rk}, where rk : ST( fk) - T( fk+l) iS defined by 
Tk(SA(X,l))=(,&(SAX),&k(SA/)) (sES,XE&/E&) 
where &k(s A r)(t) = &k(s A l(t)) for 0 5 r < 1. We define 
i: T(f)+ E, pf : T(f) + F and bf : F - T(f) 
by ? = vi}, pf = {pr,} and cf = {off} (see 1.2). Then Pf and Lf are homotopy equivalences 
and pfb= lE,fti= f. 
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1.4. Let F be a subspectrum of E, i : F -+ E and let p : E -j E/F be the identification 
map. Then we obtain a diagram 
I 
F-E\P t 
- E/F = C(i)/CF 
SF = C(i)/E, 
(1.7) 
where CF = C(lr), j is the inclusion map, and r and r’ are the identification maps. We 
remark that r is a homotopy equivalence. Let X be a based CW-complex. For each 
integer II, let a, : [X, E/F], + [X, F],_l be the composition 
a,, = S,‘rkr,’ : [X, E/F], + [X, C(i)]” + [X, SF],, ---, [X, F],_,. 
Then the following sequence is exact ([2, Part III, Proposition 6.11): 
. ..-[X.F],- I* [X, E]n p* [X, E/F] a” n - [X, F],-1 + . . . . (1.8) 
Let q = {qk} : U = { CIk, uk} + B = {Bk, bk} be a map of spectra in the category of 
based spaces and based maps. Assume that q is a fibration, i.e., each qk is a fibration. 
Let F = {pk, {k} = q-l(*) be the fibre of q. For each integer n, we define a homomor- 
phism 6, :[X, B]” + [X, F],_i as follows. Let u :S”+kX* Bk be a map. Let 
C(S “ik-lX) be the cone over Snfk-‘X and let r: C(S”+kplX)-+ S”+‘X be the 
identification map. Then there is a map v : C(S”tkp’X) + Uk such that pkv = ur. Let 
u’ = zI 1 Sn+kpi X. Then the correspondence u --), r.j :Snik-IX -+ Fk defines a 
homomorphism &,k : [Sn+kX, Bk] -+ [Sntk-lX, Fk]. Then 6, =+(- l)“+k-l&k. It 
is easy to see that the sequence 
., 
’ * 6” . . . +[x~l”- [X Uln 2 [X Bin - [X, &I+. . . (1.9) 
is exact, where i’ : F -+ U is the inclusion map. 
Assume that there are maps f : E -+ U and g : E/F + B such that gp = qf. Then we 
obtain a commutative diagram 
i P 
F-E-E/F 
(1.10) 
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and a commutative diagram with homotopy exact sequences 
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:* 
... - z-,,(F)- nn(E)%,rn(E/F) Ln--,(F) + . . . 
(1.11) 
n”(U)% r.(B)Lv,-l(i) _-+ . . . 
Here, we must prove that 
F,g, =f&&. (1.12) 
We shall give a proof in 1.5 below. 
In the diagram (1.10) we consider the case where (q : U + B) = (fi : T(p) + E/F), 
g = lE,r, f = bp: E + T(p) (see 1.3) and f’ = L; = LUFF: F -+ rjP’(*). Since ~~ = {Ik} is a 
homotopy equivalence (i.e., each lk is a homotopy equivalence), then Lo* is an 
isomorphism, so that 
&:7r,,(F)=~n($(*)) 
by the five lemma. Then, by (2, Part III, Theorem 3.41, L; induces a natural 
equivalence 
Lb: G:‘:( ; F)&“( ; rj-‘(%)) (1.13) 
of generalized cohomology theories on VUr,,. 
1.5. Proof of (1.12). Let V E r,,(E/F) and let v : Sri+++ Ek/Fk (n + k 3 1) be a 
representative of V. By Blakers-Massey Theorem, the homomorphism 
r*: n2,+2k+,(s n+k+‘Ek, S”+k+‘Fk)-+ i’r2n+2k+~(S”+k+‘(Ek/Fk)) 
induced by the identification map r is surjective. Then there is a map 
v’ : (CSZntk, S2n+2k) + (S”+‘+lEk, Sntk+‘Fk) such that TV’== Sncktlv. Let 
6 = &,+k(S&,+k-1) . . . (Sn+k&d:(CS2n+2k, S2”+2k)+(En+2k+1, Fn+2k+d. 
Then &+Zk+ic represents V, where p={pk} (see (1.10)). Let U = 
f,,+2k+,61S2n+2k : S2n+2k -pn+2k+l. Since qf = gp, then ii represents &g,V. We 
define w : (CS2n+2k, S2n+2k) + C(in+2k+l) by 
1 
(-2t+1,7?(0,x) (O<tQ, 
w(t, X) = for x E S2n+2k. 
ti(2t - 1, x) (tGt$l), 
Then r,+2k+1W represents V, where r = {rk} (see 1.7)). Since 
d+Zk+lW(f, x)= 
i 
(-2t+l,v(O,x)) (O<K$), 
* (i s t =z 1 ), 
where r’ = {r-i} (see (1.7)) then ~ijlS~“+~~ represents 3, V. Then, S,g, V = f’a,, V. 
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2. P-homology theories 
2.1. Let 9%%f0 be the category of based CW-pairs and based maps. Let 
S : L3WLWt, * CJ%SV~ be the suspension functor, i.e., S(X, A) = (SX, SA) for (X, A) E 
?%‘~Wr,. Let & be the category of abelian groups and homomorphisms. 
A P-homology theory is a family 2% = {&, a,} of (i) covariant functors 
2” : CP%TVc, + d, and (ii) natural transformations u,: g”+iS --, 2” for all integers 
II satisfying the following three axioms. 
Axiom I (Homotopy Axiom). Each 2” is a homotopy functor, i.e., if fo- 
f,:(X,A)+(Y,B), then 
Axiom II (Exactness Axiom). Let (X; A, B) be a based CW-triad (i.e., a CW-triad 
with a vertex * E A n B as base point). Then 
&(B,A~B)- ‘* &(X, A) 2 &(X/B, A/A n B) 
is exact, where i : (B, A A B)-+ (X, A) is the inclusion map and 
p : (X, A) ---, (X/B, A/A n B) is the identification map. 
Axiom III (Suspension Axiom). For each integer n, the natural transformation 
u’n :pntIS + 9?m is a natural equivalence, i.e., 
u”(X, A):.J?“+I(SX, SA)=&(X, A) for (X, A)E~%“?V~,. 
2.2. Let pl, p2 and p3 : FUr, -+ SCe-W,, be th e f unctors defined by pi(X)= (X, *), 
p2(X) = (X, X) and p3(X) = (CX, X) respectively. Let g.+ be a P-homology theory. 
Then the families 6: = {Lk, a;} (i = 1, 2, 3) defined by 
are generalized homology theories on %‘-Wr,. We call 6; the ith homology theory on 
V%tf~, induced by p*. 
In [4], we defined the T-cohomology theories by means of three axioms and 
showed that a P-cohomology theory is a reduced theory of a T-cohomology theory 
[4, Theorem 2.131. Similarly, we can define the T-homology theories (the homology 
theories on the category F%‘%f of CW-triads) by means of three axioms and we can 
show that a P-homology theory is a reduced theory of a T-homology theory. We omit 
the properties of the P- and T-homology theories, since they are dual to those of the 
P- and T-cohomology theories (see [4]). 
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2.3. Let P = {Pk. pk} be a spectrum in 9%‘~Ur,, i.e., for each integer k, Pk = (Pi, P2k) is 
a based CW-pair and pk : SPk = (SP:, SP2k) + Pk+l = (P:,,, Pzwl) is a based map. 
Let (X, A) be a based CW-pair. Let 
M(X,A;P)={M(X,A;Pk),~k} (2.2) 
be the spectrum defined by M(X, A; Pk) = Pz AX u Pi A A (c P: AX) and 
~k=~k~SPZk)AlxupkAIA:S~(X,A;Pk) 
=SP~AXUSP~AA+P~+~ AXUP:+~ AA=bf(X,A;Pk+,). 
For each integer II, let 
g,, (X, A ; P) = T, @4(X, A ; P)). (2.3) 
It is clear that $( ; P) : 9Y3Wc, -+ d is a covariant functor. Let 
T,:&+i(SX, SA; P)= T,+I(M(SX, SA; I’))== T,+~(SM(X,A; P)) be the iso- 
morphism induced by the interchange of factors and let S, :&(X, A; P)= 
xn NW, A ; P)) = rr,+i(SM(X, A; P)) be the isomorphism (1.4). Let 
~ti=S;‘T*:~~+i(SX,SA;P)%?~(X,A;P). (2.4) 
2.4. Proposition. The family p*( ; P) = {&( ; P), c”,) is a P-homology theory. 
Proof. It is clear that g*( ; P) satisfies Axiom I. By (2.4) p*( ; P) satisfies Axiom 
III. Let (X; A, B) be a based CW-triad. It is easy to see that 
M(X/B, A/A n B; Pk) = M(X, A; Pk)/M(B, A n B; P,). 
Then, from the homotopy sequence (1.8) of the sequence 
M(B,AnBB;P)-+M(X,A;P)-+M(X/B,A/AnB;P), 
it follows that L&(B, A n B; P) + .J%‘“(X, A; P) + $(X/B, A/A n B; P) is exact, 
i.e., p.+( ; P) satisfies Axiom II. 
2.5. Let _@‘,( ; P) be the P-homology theory defined in 2.3, and let ki be the ith 
homology theory on %‘-Ur, induced by _@‘*( ; P). From the spectrum P, we obtain the 
following two spectra in %?:-YVo: 
P1 = {P:, p:>, p’={&P;j (p: =pk,& =pk/SPk). 
Since M(X, *; Pk) = Pz A X and M(X, X; Pk) = P: A X, then 
Lf, (X) = L” (X; P’), L:(x)= !i”(x; P’), 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
Let (X, A) be a based CW-pair. Let j : P’ A A = M(A, A; P) -+ M(X, A; P) and 
k : M(X, A; P) --, M(X, X; P) = P’ A X be the maps induced by the inclusion maps 
(A, A) + (X, A) and (X, A) -+ (X, X) respectively. Then we obtain the following 
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commutative diagrams: 
I”?? 1 
P’t,A - 
Y. Inoue 
q’ A 1 
P'AA - (P’/P*)AA=P’AA/P*AA 
1 i 
P2AX-3 M(X, A; P) L (PI/P’) A A = M(X, A; P)/P’ A X (2.7) 
I i 
lhi 
i’n 1 
P2hX‘ P’/lX=(P1/P*)~X=P’nx/P2nX 
lhi 1 "P 
P’,.,A - P2~X-----+P2~(X/A)= P2~X/P2t,A 
I I i’A I i 
P’,+,A -N(X,A,P) ’ __* P2 A (X/A)= M(X, A; P)/P’ A A (2.8) 
I k I i’h 1 Inc 
P’I\A- 
IAP 
P’AX-------, P’A(X/A)=P’AX/P’AA 
where i, i and i’ are the inclusion maps, and p, q and q’ are the identification maps. In 
the homotopy exact sequence * * . ---, h”A(CX) + L&(CX, X; P) -+ &“(X; P’/P2) 
-+ Q-1 (CX) + . . . of the sequence 
P*ACX’kf(CX,X;P) -+M(CX,X;P)/P2ACX=(P1/P2AX, 
since 6: (CX) = 0, then 
L4(X)=&(Cx,X; P)=/i”(x; P’/P’>. (2.9) 
By (2.6)-(2.9), we have the following commutative diagrams of which the rows are 
exact: 
. + Ii:+, (A) - h:(A) _ &A) -c__, i;(A) 
I I 
. . - L:+,(A) ____, ii:(x) - k(X, A; P) -----&(A) 
-+ . . . 
+ . . . 
+ . . . 
(2.10) 
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. . . - ii:+, (X/A) - i;(A) - L:(x) - i:(X/A) -. . 
I I 
. ..---.A -j,+,WA) __3 G?,(A) - .2,:,(X, A; P) - I&X/A) -. . 
I I i . . . - it+, (X/A)- i’,(A) - c;(x)- /&X/A) -. . 
(2.11) 
From (2.10) and (2.1 l), we obtain the following exact sequences: 
. . . --,&+1(X, A; P)-’ L;(A) + h”f,(~)0L2,(~)--,&(x, A; P)+ . . e , 
(2.12) 
. . 9 -fi;+,(X)+&(X,A;P)+Lf,(X) O~~,(A)+~%X)+Y (2.13) 
. . . ~~~~,+~(X/A)~~,(X,A;P)~~~(X/A)O~~~(X)~~~~(X/A)~.‘.. 
(2.14) 
2.6. Let f = cfk}: F -+ E be a map of spectra in %‘Y&‘O and let Z(f) = {Z(fk), lk} be the 
mapping cylinder off. Then F is a subspectrum of Z(f). We denote by (Z(f), F) the 
spectrum {(Z(fk), Fk), ck} in 9V?Ur,, and we define the P-cohomology theory 
.J?*( ; f) with coefficients in f by 
$,A ; f) = &d ; (Z(f), W (2.15) 
Since the inclusion map i’: E --, Z(f) is a homotopy equivalence, then h-,( ; E)= 
i&( ; Z(f)). Since Z(f)/F = C(f), then 
6; = h-,( ; F), &; = h-,( ; E), L: = &*( ; C(f)). 
3. P-cohomology theories 
3.1. Let f = cfk} : E = {I$, ek} -+ B = {Bk, &} be a map of spectra in the category of 
based CW-spaces and based maps. We assume that f is a fibration, i.e., each fk is a 
fibration. Let (X, A) be a based CW-pair and i : A -+X be the inclusion map. Let 
L(X,A;fk)={(u, u)EWC &)xF(A,Edli*~ =f/c+su), 
where i* =F(i, l):F(X,Bk)-+F(A,Bk), fk#=F(l,fk):F(A,Bk)~F(A,Ek). We 
define fk : sL(X, A; fk) + L(X, A; fk+l) by 
fk(s A (U, U))= (fk(s A U), fk(s A U))E F(X, h+dXF(A, Ek+lh 
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where rk(s A u)(x)=&@ A u(x)), &(s A u)(a)= E~(S A v(a)). Then 
UX,A;f)=WX,A;f~), GJ 
is a spectrum. For each integer II, we define .J?(X, A; f) by 
(3.1) 
Then P( ;f):P?WUr,,+&4 is a contravariant functor. Let Ll= 
(uO, ui): Sk + L(X, A; f”+k)C F(X, &+k) X F(A, &+k) be a map. We define (TU = 
(auo, flu,): 9-l + L(SX, SA; fn+k) by (~,,(y)(s A x) = u,(y A s)(x) for y E Sk-‘, s E S, 
x~XorA (i=O,l), and we define a”(X,A):$7”(X,A;f)+$?“+‘(SX,SA;f) by 
c”(X, A)[u] = [au] for u : Sk + L(X, A; fn+k). Then (T” :?( ; f) + ?+‘(S ; f) is a 
natural transformation. 
3.2. Proposition. The family L?( ; f) = {$” ( ; f), a”} is a P-cohomology theory. 
Proof. Let p; : L(X, A; fk) + F(X, Bk) and pi : L(X, A; fk) + F(A, Ek) be the left 
and right projections respectively. Then 
L(X, A; f) ‘” - F(X, B) 
(3.2) 
is a pullback diagram. Since i* : F(X, B)+ Image(i#) is a fibration, then 
p1 : L(X, A; f) + Image(p’) is also a fibration and (p’))‘(*) = (i”)-‘(*) = F(X/A, B). 
Then we obtain the following commutative diagram of which the rows are exact: 
... +~"(X/A;B)- =?(X,A;f) - i”( A ; E) ----+P+‘(X/A;B) -_, . . . 
I I 
+ ii”(X/A;B) -~“(.X;B)-----+ L”(A ;B) - L”+‘(x/A;B) -+ . . 
so that we obtain the following Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence: 
. ..-~“(X.A;f)~~“(X;B) 
&“(A; E)-+ /?(A; B)+ ,,+‘(X, A; f)- + . . . (3.3) 
Then, by the five lemma, we obtain the following isomorphisms: 
p*:~(X,A;f)=~(IxX,IxA;f) 
&~(X,A;f)==~+‘(SX,SA;f), 
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where(Z~X,ZXA)=(ZxX/Zx{*},ZxA/Zx{*})andp:(ZXX,ZXA)~(X,A) 
is the projection. Therefore $*( ; f) satisfies “Homotopy Axiom” and “Suspension 
Axiom” (see [4, Section 21). 
Let (X; A, B) be a based CW-triad. Consider the following commutative diagram: 
F(B, B) 
(3.4) 
F(A n B, E) + F(A n B, B), 
where il, iz, i3 and i4 are the inclusion maps. Since the outer and inner squares are the 
pullback diagrams, then there is a map K, which is unique, such that the diagram is 
commutative. Since the inclusion maps i1 : A +X and iz: B -+X are cofibrations 
and f: E + B is a fibration, then K is also a fibration. It is easy to see that 
K-~(*) = L(X/B, A/A n B; f). Then, for every integer II, the sequence 
c5?“(X/B,A/AnB;f)+~“(X,A;f)+~(B,AnB;f) 
is exact, i.e., $:‘;( ; f) satisfies “Exactness Axiom”. 
3;3. Let $?‘:( ; f) be the P-cohomology theory defined in 3.1. Let 6: (i = 1,2, 3) be 
the’ith cohomology theory on %‘-7YU induced by -@( ; f), i.e., 
i:(X)=cL?(X, *;f)=&“(X; B) 
&X)==~“(X,X;f)=!i”(X;E) (3.5) 
i;(x) = P”(CX, x; f). 
Consider the following commutative diagrams: 
F(X, f-l(*)): 
f, 
F(X, E)- F(X, B) 
i” 
i 
k 
F(A, f-l(*)) .i, 
I 
L(X, A; f) PO - F(X, B) (3.6) 
F(A, f-l(*)) L 
P’ 1 i#] 
F(A, E) f# - F(A B) 
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F(X/A, E) A F(X, E) ‘++ A FM, E) 
f, k 
P ! 
F(X/A; B) . L(X, A; f) Pi A FM, E) (3.7) 
F(X/A, B)l - F(A B) 
Here, we remark that f is a fibration and f-r(*) is the fibre of f. From the homotopy 
exact sequence (1.8) of the fibration L(CX, X; f) --, F(CX, B), it follows that 
&;(X)=p(CX,X;f)=L”(X;f-I(*)) (cf.(2.9)). (3.8) 
From (3.5)-(3.8) we obtain two commutative diagrams which are dual to (2.10) and 
(2.11) and three exact sequences which are dual to (2.12) (2.13) and (2.14). 
3.4. Let f : E --, B be a map of spectra. Let T(f) be the mapping track off. Then the 
projection ?: T(f) -+ Image (7) c B is a fibration. Since the projection p : T(f) + E is a 
homotopy equivalence, then, if f is a fibration, p induces p* : L?*( ; f)=p( ; 7). 
Then, for any map f: E -+ B, we define the P-cohomology theory $*( ; f) with 
coefficients in f by 
P’“( ;f)&*( ;f). (3.9) 
3.5. Let P = {Pk, ok} (Pk = (P:, PE)) be a spectrum in SCeUr,. In [4, Section 31, 
we defined the P-cohomology theory $*( ; P) = {g”( ; P), v”} with coefficients 
in P by 
9(x, A; P)=h+l[(skx, SkA), (&+k, P:+k)]. (3.10) 
Let F(X, A; pk) be the function space of all based maps f : (X, A)-+ (Pi, Pi) with 
compact open topology, and let & : SF(X, A; Pk) --+ F(X, A; Pktl) be the map 
defined by 
~k(ShU)(X)=Pk(SAU(X)) (xEX,sES). 
Then F(X, A; P) = {F(X, A; pk), &} is a spectrum. It is clear that 
p’“(X, A; P)= rr_,(F(X, A; P)). (3.11) 
Let Pi ={Pi,pl} (i = 1,2) be the spectra defined in (2.5). Let j: P2+ P’ be the 
inclusion map. Then we obtain the following commutative diagram: 
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0 P’ 
F(X, A; P)---- L(X, A; i)- F(X, P’) ; ,Fe (3.12) 
1 
F(A, P’)L F(A, T(j))--- F(A, I”) 
where L., i’ are the inclusion maps, i* and j” = p% are the maps induced by the 
inclusion maps i : (X, *) -+ (X, A) and i : (A, A) + (X, A) respectively. Let 
f&:2*( ; P)-+B*( ; j) 
be the natural transformation induced by 8. Since 8, induces 
9:(X, *; P)=K*(X; P’)=p*(X, *; j), 
_!?‘:(A, A; P)=&*(A; P’)=&“(A; T(j))=p”(A, A; j), 
(3.13) 
then 0, is a natural equivalence by “Comparison Theorem” ([4, 3.21). 
3.6. Let f = cfk} : E = {Ek, Ed} + B = {Bk, /3k} be a map of spectra in %‘-WrO. Let fS = f A 
1, : E A S -+ B A S. Let [ = {lk}: T(~)A S --+ T(fS) be the map defined by 
~~((e,z)l\S)=(e/\s,lAs) for(e,Z)EEkXB:,sES, 
where (1 A s)(t) = l(t) A s (0 < t G 1). Since the projections 7 A 1: T(f) A S + E A S and 
?S : T(fS) -+ E A S are homotopy equivalences, then, for any X E %?W”~, 6 induces 
&:h”(X; T(f)AS)==hP(X; T(fAS)). (3.14) 
Let (X, A) be a based CW-pair. By (1.3) and (1.4), the composition 
tn(X,A)=B*‘T*:~_,(L(X,A;f)AS) + 7r_,_1(L(X, A; f)) = .L?+l(X, A; f) 
is an isomorphism. Therefore, the family p* = (9, G”} defined by 
_?“(X,A)=n_,(L(X,A;f)/\S), 
F(X, A) = (tn+l(SX, SA))- h”+‘(SX, SA)r,(X, A)@(X, A)+ 
+ $?“+‘(X, A; f)- p+‘(SX, SA; f)- L?+‘(SX, SA) 
is a P-cohomology theory. We define 
~(X,A)={~k}:L(X,A;f)AS--,L(X,A;fS) 
by %((UI, U~)AS)=(5(~Bk)(UlAS), &&(A, T(fk))(& AS>> for (Ulr U2)E 
L(X, A ; fk) c F(X, Bk) x F(A, T(fk)) (see (1.6)). Then it is easy to see that q induces 
a natural transformation 
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0; P-cohomology theories. Since rl(A, A) = &&(A, T(f)): F(A, 2-V)) A 
S -+ F(A, T(fS)) and q(X, *) = 5(X, B) : F(X, B) A S + F(X, B A S), it follows from 
(1.6) and (3.14) that q* is an equivalence of P-cohomology theories by Comparison 
Theorem. Then 
q&‘“(X,A)(==p+l(X,A;f)):$“(X,A;fS), (3.15) 
and the following diagram is commutative: 
p+l(X, A; f) 
a(x, A)-’ 
&“(X, A; fS) 
“+I 
CT I I un 
~“+*(sx, SA; f) tn+l(sx’ A)-‘, p+‘(SX, SA; fS). 
(3.16) 
4. N-duality pairs 
4.1. Let S = {Sk, Sk} be the sphere spectrum. Let X and Y be based CW-complexes. 
We recall the S-group 
tx, y}” = [x, s A Y]-, = %,(F(x, s ,, y)) = i?(x; s ,‘, y). (4.1) 
Let PO be the full subcategory of VW0 consisting of finite CW-complexes with base 
point. For X, X’, YE FO, we define 
$X’) = {‘,$} :F( Y, s A x) + F( Y A x’, s A x A x’), 
$(x’) = {-&} : F( Y, s A x) -+ F(X’ A Y, s A x’ A x) 
bYyk(f)(YAx’)=f(Y)Ax’,~k(f)(x’AY)=(lAT)(f(Y)Ax’)forfEF(Y,SkAX),YE 
Y and x’ E X’, where T :X A X’ + X’ A X is the interchange of factors. 
Let X, X’ E PO and 
q:XAX’+ s” (4.2) 
be a based map. For any YE SO, we define 
y,(Y):F(Y,SAX)~F(YAX’,SAS”), 
~,(Y):F(Y,SAX’)-+F(XA Y,Sr\S”) 
(4.3) 
by yqp( Y) = (1 A cp),v(X’), q,(Y) = (1 A q),?(X). Then ys( Y) and .Y,+,( Y) induce 
y;(Y)* : {Y, x}” = ?L,(F( Y, s A x)) + Cp(F( Y A x’, s A s”)) = {Y A x’, Sn}p, 
q;(Y)* : {Y, x’}’ = ?T-,(F( Y, s A x’)) * 7X,(F(X A Y, s A s”)) = {x A Y, s”}’ 
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for each integer p. If r”,(S”), and yP,(S’)* are isomorphisms for all integers p, then the 
map cp is called an n-duality map [3, p. 2071 and X’ is called an n-dual ofX (by 
means of q). If cp :X A X’ + S” is an n-duality map, then 
y~(Y)*:{Y,X}p={YAX’,Sn}p 
(4.4) 
,y;(Y)*:{Y,x’}=-{xA Y,s”}p 
for any YE F. [3, p, 207, Proposition 3.41. 
4.2. Let f : A + X and f’ : A’ + X’ be based maps of based finite CW-complexes. If 
there exist n-duality maps cp :X A A’--, S” and cp’: A AX’+ S” such that the 
diagram 
(4.5) 
is homotopy commutative, we say that f’ is an n-dual off (by means of (cp, cp’)). 
Especially, when f and f’ are inclusion maps and the diagram (4.5) is commutative, 
we say that @ = (cp, cp’): ((X, A), (X’, A’)) + S n is an n-duality pair and (Xl, A’) is an 
n-dual of (X, A) by means of 0. In this case, (X, A) is an n-dual of (X’, A’) by means 
of $=($,+), where cp’=cp’T:X’r\A-Ar\X’-+S”, cp=pT:A’nX+Xr, 
A’ + S” (see [5, Lemma (5.4)]). 
4.3. Proposition. Let f : A + X be a based map of based finite CW-complexes. If A 
and X are connected, then, for sufficiently large n, f has an n-dual f’ : A’ -+ X’ by 
means of (cp, cp’) such thatf’ is an inclusion map and the diagram (4.5) is commutative. 
Proof. By [5, Lemma (5.1)], for sufficiently large m, there exist connected CW- 
complexes B, YE 90 and m-duality maps 
~~~:XAB+S”‘, rCI1:Ar\ Y-S”‘. 
Then, by [5, Theorem (5.9)], for some integer k, there is a map g : Sk A B - Sk A Y 
such that the diagram 
X*SkhB* 
fhlhl 
Ar\Sk/,B 
IA&! 
•AAS~A Y 
1 
lh(P, 1 f’ $1 1 
SktsXr,B * Sk+m* Skr,Ar\Y 
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is homotopy commutative. Let p : Z(g) + Sk A Y be the projection and f’: Sk A 
B -+ Z(g) be the inclusion map. Let 
X’ = Z(g), A’=Sk r\B, 
~=(lr\cpr)(T~l):X~A’-,& (n=k+m), 
$ = (1 A &)(TA I)(1 Ap):A Ax’-+ s”. 
Then, cp(f A 1) = $(l A f’). Since 1 A f’ : A A A’ + A A X’ is the inclusion map, then 
there is a map cp’ :A A X’ + S” such that cp’ = Q and ~‘(1 A f’) = cp(f A 1). Since p is a 
homotopy equivalence, then + is an n-duality map, so that cp’ is also an n-duality 
map. 
4.4. Let (X, A) and (Y, B) be based CW-pairs. We define {(X, A), (Y, B)}P by 
((X,A),(Y,B)}P=~--p(F(X,A;(S~ Y,SAB)))=~‘(X,A;(SY,SB)). 
(4.6) 
Let CD = (~1, ~2): ((X, A), (X’, A’)) + S” be an n-duality pair and let r 2 0, s 2 0 
be two integers. Let 
q;” = (S’+‘pr)(l A T A 1): s’x A S”A’ --, S”” A x A A’ -+ S’+‘+“, 
cp;‘” =(Sr+S(p&l A T A 1): S’A A S”X’+ S’+” A A Ax’ + s”“‘“. 
Then, by [5, Lemma (5.2)], Qr” = (cp;“, cp;‘“): (S’(X, A), S”(X’, A’))-+ S”“‘” is an 
(r + s + n)-duality pair. 
4.5. Theorem. Let CD = (cpl, Q): ((X, A), (X’, A’)) + S” and P = (qGI, G2): ((Y, B), 
(Y’, B’)) + S” be two n-duality pairs. Then, for each integerp, there is an isomorphism 
DP,(@, W:{(X, A), (Y, NIP ={(Y’, B’), (X’, A’)IP (4.7) 
such that, for sufficiently large k and k’, if 
f:Sk(X,A)--,SkCP(Y,B)andf’:Sk’(Y’,B’)~Sk’+p(X’,A’), 
then DP,(@, P’xf) = cf’} if and only if 
(+:+P,k v &+nk 
)(fA l)= (- l)pk’(qy+pv ‘py’+p)(l /If’): 
(skx A Sk’B’) u (Sk/i A Sk’ Y’) -=-+ (sk+“Y A Sk’B’) U (SkfpB LJ Sk’Y’) 
lhf’ 
I 
(-l)Pk’ (*I k+P,k’U &++?.k’ 
(SkX A Sk’+pA,)u (SkA A Sk’+pX,l ‘pFk’+PU&k’+p 
I 
, Sk+k’+n+p 
Proof. Let P=(SAY,SAB) and let L:SABCSA Y. Let ~:T(L)--,SA Y be the 
mapping track of L. Consider the following commutative diagram: 
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F((X A B’)u (A A Y'), S A S"). ,F(xAB’,sAS”) 
2 WC A; ‘+‘) r+,(X) / 
F(X,A;P) ---, L(X,A;i) + F(X,SA Y) 
I 1 1 (4.9) 
F(A, S A B) - F(A, T(L)) -+ F(A, s A Y) 
v J Y,(A) r,,(A) \ w 
F(A A Y’, s AS”) , F(A A B’, s A s”) 
where the inner diagram is the same diagram as (3.12) and the outer square is a 
puhback diagram. The map r(X, A; P) is the unique map such that the diagram is 
commutative. From (4.9) we obtain the following commutative diagram of which the 
rows are exact: 
... --)r g’(X,A;P) w @(X$A Y)@/?(A; SAB) 
r’(X. A ; ‘i’)* 
I 
rstW)*@~,(A)* 
I 
~..-Q,(F)------, h”(X A B’; S A s”) @i?(/i A Y’; s A s”) 
-P(A; SA Y) 
~a, (A )* 
- ~“(AAB’; SASS”) 
l ‘+‘(X, A; p)- . . 
P+‘(X, A; ‘I’)* 
, I 
r-p_ I (F) B.. . 
where F = F((X A B’)u (A A Y’), S A S”). Since yIL,(X)*O-yh(A)* and y+,(A)* are 
isomorphisms by (4.4) then 
r’(X, A; ‘P)* : {(X, A), (Y, B)}P = L?‘(X, A; P)== r_,(F), (4.10) 
by the five lemma. Similarly, by using y,,(B’), yqpz( Y’) and yVp2(B’), we obtain a map 
r( Y’, B’; P’) --f F, where P’ = (S A X’, S A A’), and I’( Y’, B’; P’) induces 
I”( Y’, B’; 0)“’ : {(Y’, B’), (X’, A’)}P = $“( Y’, B’; P’) = 7?._,(F). (4.11) 
Then, it follows from (4.10) and (4.11) that 
Dp,(@, P) = (ryyr, B’; @)*I-‘rpcx, A; P)* : 
{(X A), (I’, B)l’ = ICY’, B’), (X’, A’)lP. 
The rest of the assertions is proved by the same way as [5, Theorem (5.11)]. 
4.6. Let Gi = (PiI, qi2): ((X,, A,), (Xi, A:))+ S” (i = 1,2,3) be n-duality pairs. Let 
Ui E{(Xi, Ai), (Xi+l, Ai+l)}PE (i = 1, 2). We define ~2 * ~1 E {(Xl, Al), (X3, Ax)}P’fp2 as 
follows. For some integer k 2 0 such that k +p 1 2 0, k + p1 + p2 3 0, there exist maps 
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f~ : Sk(X1, AI) + Sk+pl(X~, Al) and f~ : Sk+P1(X~, AZ) + Sk+P1fP2(X3, A3) such that 
cfr} = UI, cf2) = UZ. Then uz - UI = Cf2f1} which depends only on u1 and u2. By (4.8) it 
is easy to see that 
El+pz(@l, @2)(u2 * u1)= (- 1)p1p*D:1(~51, 02)Ur - Dpnz(@$ @+A* (4.12) 
(cf. [5, Theorem (6.4)]). 
4.7. Let f : (X, A) + (Y, B) E ?Wo. We assume that X, A, Y and B are connected. 
Let 
f 
(X, A)- (Y, B)I- (C(f), CC?)> L SW, A) z S(Y, B) 
be the Puppe sequence of f, where f= f IA : A -+ B. We recall that i is the inclusion 
map and p is the identification map. By 4.3 and 4.5, there is a map 
f’: (Y’, B’) + (X’, A’)E 9?Fo such that (X’, A’) is an n-dual of (X, A) by means of 
@ = (pr, 472) and (Y’, B’) is an n-dual of (Y, B) by means of ly= ($r, 452) and 
Di(@, !I’)cf} = (f’}. Then, @‘,I, @l’“, PO” and q’*’ are (n + 1)-duality pairs (see 4.4) 
and 
Let 
D”,+r (@“‘I, PO”Xf) = {Sf’}, Do,,, (O’~“, k+“){Sf} = cf’}. (4.13) 
Sf 
S(Y’, B’) ’ 
i’ 
-(C(f’), W)) - 
f 
S(X’, A’) - (X’, A’) - (Y’, B’) 
be the Puppe sequence of f’. Then, by [5, Theorem (6.10)], there is an (n + 1)-duality 
pair 
@ = ce1, &I: ((C(f)> an)> (C(f’)> W)))- sn+’ 
such that 
&+1 (*‘“T ONi = WI, 
D”,+r (0, Q@){p> = {i’}. 
(4.14) 
5. Duality 
5.1. For a spectrum B ={Bk, bk} in %-WO and a based finite CW-complex U, we 
defineamapAU={AUk}:B--,F(U,B~U)by 
n,(b)(u)=b~u forbEBk,UEU. 
Let cp :X A X’ + S” be an n-duality map. We define p(B): B A X ---f F(X’, B A S”) by 
rp(B) = (1 A q)&l,,): B A X -+ P(X’, B A X A X’) - F(X’, B A S”) 
P-(co)homology theories and duality 
where (1 A cp)+ = F(X’, 1 A q). Then q(B) induces 
q(B), : &(X; B) = rP(B AX) = r,(F(X’, B A S”)) = L”-‘(X’; B). 
(see [5, Corollary (6.9)]). 
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(5.1) 
5.2. Lemma. Let g : F -+ E be a map of spectra in %WO. Let cp :X A A’ -+ S” and 
4 : A A X’ + S” be II -duality maps, and let f : A + X and f’ : A’ + X’ be maps such 
thatcp(fAl)=$(lAf’):AAA’+S”. Then the following diagram is commutative: 
1Af 
FAA- FAX 
v(F) 
l F(A’, FAS”) 
LJA’ 
I 
W”)# 
EAA *(E) 
f 
rX I 
- F(X’, E A s”)- F(A’, E A S”). 
5.3. Theorem. Let f : F + E be a map of spectra in %?Vo, C(f) be the mapping cone off 
and let j : E + C(f) be the inclusion map. Let 0 = (cpl, (~2): ((X, A), (X’, A’)) + S” be 
an n-duality pair. Then, for each integer p, there is a duality isomorphism 
a,(@):$,(X, A; f)-2?“(X’, A’; j) 
such that the following diagram is commutative: 
(5.2) 
.pp+,(SX, SA; f) 
!;“,+,(d’“) 
’ gnmp(X’, A’; j) 
cP I I wn-_p 
pp(X, A; f) 
9, (a+‘, ’ ) 
> gnci-p (SX’, SA’; j). 
(5.3) 
Furthermore, if ?P = (41, 42): ((Y, B), (Y’, B’)) + S” be another n-duality pair, and 
f:(X,A)-+(Y,B)andf’:(Y’,B’)-+(X’,A’) aremapssuch thatDE{@, !P}cf) =cf}, 
then the following diagram is commutative: 
q(Q) 
gp(X, A ; f) - L?“-p(X’, A’; j) 
f* (5.4) 
Proof. Let Z(f) be the mapping cylinder off, L: F + Z(f) be the inclusion map and 
let p:Z(f)-+ C(f)=Z(f)/F be the identification map. We consider the following 
commutative diagram: 
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LS” 
A n- Z(f) A S” 
/j I 
ps” - C(f) A S” 
I; LI 
(pY)-i(*)L 
psn 
VPS”) p C(f) A S” 
(5.5) 
where pS” = p A Is”, LS” = L A Is- and or= Q,S” is the map defined in 1.3. From (5.5) 
we obtain the following commutative diagram: 
lhi 
- FAX 
cp,tF) 
____, F(A’, F A S”) 
where k, i and i’ are the inclusion maps. The commutativity i’“p2(Z(f))(L~ l)= 
(~S”)#(pr(F)(l A i) follows from Lemma 5.2. Since i’*(pS”), = (pS”)++~~+i’#, then 
there is a map K: F(X’, Z(f)r\ S”) +- L(X’, A’; pS”) such that p”~ = (pS”)+ and 
plK = Ll+$#. Since Kp2(Z(f))(bA l)= kLi#(pr(F)(l A i), then there is a map 
X(@):M(X, A; L)+ L(X’, A’; pS”) such that h(@)j = KqZ(Z(f)) and X(@)i = 
kLi#(pI(F). Let q : M(X, A; L) + M(X, A; L)/F A X = C(f) A A be the identification 
map. Then qj = p A 1 :Z(~)A A -j C(f)r\ A and it is easy to see that p2(C(f))q = 
POX(@). Thus we obtain the following commutative diagram: 
F~~I~M(x~A~)~ c(j:,,, 
F(A’, F A S”) kr;, L(X’, A’; pS”) “’ - F(X’, C(f) A A). 
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Since L;$ : i*(A’; F A S”)-i*(A’; (~“)p’(*)) by (1.13) and (p”))‘(*)= @“)-‘(*), 
then, by (1.11) we obtain the following commutative diagram of which the rows are 
exact: 
. . . - &+,(A; C(f)) -&,(X; F)-----+ pP(X,A;f) 
V*(C(f))* 1 rp,(% 1 WI* 1 
. , . + &“P”-‘(X’; C(f))-/+(A’; F) --&“(X’, A’; pS”) 
+ $(A; C(f))--- iP_,(X; F) + . . . 
cpdaf)), 
I 
rp,U3+c 
I 
-+ Gnpp(X’; C(f))-+ Lnmp+‘(,4’; F) -+ . 
Since cpr(F), and (pz(C(f))* are isomorphisms by (5.1) then 
X(0),:&(X, A; f)-p’-“(X’,A’; pS”) (5.6) 
by the five lemma. By (3.15) there is a natural equivalence: 
p : L?(X’, A’; pS”) -- p-‘(X’, A’; p). 
Since the inclusion map u : E + Z(f) is a homotopy equivalence, then 
u* : L?‘(X’, A’; j) = L?‘(X’, A’; p). 
Then, by (5.6) (5.7) and (5.8) 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
gd,(@) = v,rph(@), :$,(X, A; f)=pflP”(X’, A’; j). 
For a spectrum B, we denote by RB = F(S, B) the loop spectrum of B. There is a 
natural isomorphism IJJ : L(SX’, SA’; pS”+‘) + U(X’, A’; pS”+‘) of spectra (see [6, 
Section 21). Let 
Ad(A(@‘,‘)): SM(X, A; L) + L(X’, A’; pS”+‘) 
be the adjoint map of A(@“‘) :M(X, A; L) --, fE(X’, A’; pS”+‘) = L(SX’, SA’; 
pS”+‘). Then, it is easy to see that 
A~(X(CD”~))T, = A(@‘.“):M(SX, SA; L) -+ SM(X, A; L) + L(X’, A’; pS”+‘), 
where T+ is the map induced by the interchange of factors. Let u E pP(X, A; f) and 
fk : Sp+k + M(X, A; Lk) be a map such that cfk} = U. Then hk(@“‘)fk represents 
A(@osl),u E &“(SX’, SA’; pS”+‘) and (- l)P+kAd(Ak(@o“)fk)= (- l)p+kAd 
(Ak(@“‘l))(Sfk): Sptk+’ -+ L(X’, A’; pkSn+‘) represents (~~p-l)-lA(@o’l),u and 
(- l)p+kAd(A,@o”))T, T,l (sfk) = (- l)P+kAk(~l~o)T;’ (sfk) 
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represents X(@‘.“),cr,l~. Then the diagram 
=!$+,(SX A;f) 
X(aq* 
&-PP1(Xf, A’; pS”+‘) 
UP I 1 Fp~-’ 
=&X, A;f) 
A(@“.‘)* 
- .L+'(SX', SA’; pS”+‘) 
is commutative, so that the diagram (5.3) is commutative by (3.16). 
Assume that 
(X A S%‘)u (A A Sky’) In(Y&B’)“(BhSkY’) 
l*Skf I I qiy “l/f>” (5.9) 
is homotopy commutative. By replacing (Y, B) with the mapping cylinder 
(Z(y), Z( r)), we may assume that the diagram (5.9) is commutative. Then, it is easy 
to see that the diagram 
$,(X, A; L) 
q(@O.k) 
‘2 -n+k-_p(Skx,, SkA’; p) 
is commutative, so that the diagram (5.4) is commutative. 
6. Representability theorem 
The following theorem is proved in the framework of [l] by using the same method 
as that used in the proof of [4, Theorem 4.41. 
6.1. Theorem. Let 9’ = {2?“, u”} be a P-cohoniology theory on the category S&J. 
Then p,* is the P-cohomology theory g*( ; P) with coeficients in an O-spectrum P in 
?fVZWO. 
6.2. Theorem. Let g* = {&, a,} be a P-homology theory on the category 9’90. 
Then =@* is the P-homology theory g*( ; R) with coefficients in a spectrum R 
in 9WWo. 
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Proof. The deduction of Theorem 6.2 from Theorem 6.1 is done as in [6, Section 81 
by means of Proposition 4.3, Theorem 4.5, Theorem 5.3, (4.12), (4.139 and (4.14). 
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